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Abstract 

We study the Vlasov-Poisson s\ stem of equations in the Fourier-transformed velocity 

space. First we re-formulate some results of the linear theory: in tise new representation 

the Van Kampen-Case cigenmodes and their adjoint are found to be ordirary functions 

with convenient piece-wise continuity properties. 

We give a transparent derivation of the free-streaming temporal echo in terms of the 

kinematics of wave packets in the Fourier transformed velocity space. 

We further extend this analysis to include Coulomb interactions which allow us to 

establish connection between the echo theory, the second order oscillations of Best and 

the phenomenon of linear sidebands. 

The calculation of the time evolution of the global second order electric field is 

performed in detail in the case of a Maxwellian equilibriuni distribution function. We 

cc nclude that the phenomer.cn of linear sidebands may be properly explained in terms of 

in; intrinsic features of the euuilirriu:" disrribuiio.i u-nciion. 

PACS: 52.25.Ds 
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1. Introduction 

This is the first article of a series of papers in which we intend to study the classical 
problem of electrostatic plasma oscillations in the К urier transformed velocity space. 
This idea was proposed by Best (1966) in a p:-per in which he derived the linearized 
Vlasov-Poisson set of equations Fourier transformed with respect to velocity and 
presented some basic features of this description. In another context the same idea was 
used by Knorr (1963) in a numerical scheme for the solution of the Vlasov-Poisson set 
of equations (see also Armstrong et al. 1970). The full potential of this approach is 
however far from being completely exploited. In this paper we intend to use it for the 
analysis of some non-linear plasma oscillation phenomena related to the coupling of 
plasma waves and free-streaming perturbations like the echo phenomenon and the 
second order waves found by Best (Best 1973, 1974. Lambert et al. 19SI). We use a 
second order perturbation theory and start t'wm the linear solutions of the Fourier 
transformed set of equations which correspond to the Van Kampen-Case continuum 
eigenmodes. The linear theory itself will be treated in a separate paper. Here we only 
briefly describe us main features. 

The essential simplification of the new approach comes from the fact that in the 
Fourier transformed velocity space the free-streaming is represented by a simple 
unidirectional shift of the initial condition rather than by the creation of finer and finer 
structures in the original velocity space (corrugation of the perturbation distribution 
function, see fig. 27 in Van Kampen and Felderhof 1967). The Coulomb interaction of 
particles brings about some distortion of the spectrum: in particular it creates 
exponential tails corresponding to Landau damping. In the Fourier transformed velocity 
space one can in fact pose the plasma oscillation problem as a scattering process: an 
incoming wave-packet (the Fourier transform of the initial condition - its spectrum), 
which we assume to travel from plus infinity, is transformed in an outgoing wave-
packet by the 'scattering centre' (the Fourier transform of the derivative of the 
equilibrium distribution function, see fig. 1) and travels to minus infinity without 
reflection. The Van Kampen-Case singular eigenmodes correspond to scattering states 
of monochromatic incoming and outgoing waves characterized by radiation boundary 
conditions at infinity. The Landau damping process corresponds to a genuine 
metastable state, a scattering state of a wave-packet trapped in the scattering centre 
which is slowly radiated to minus infinity, the boundary condition at plus infinity being 
zero. An excellent conceptual framework for such a theory is provided by the theory of 
open systems due to Livshits (1966) who defines an open system as a physical system 
connected to the external world by channels through which sinusoidal waves can 
propagate. Systematical application of this theory, in conjunction with the modern 
theory of non Hermitian operaiors, makes it possible to develop an entirely new 
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cigenfunciion theory of the Vlasov-Poisson set of equations with true discrete 
eigenfunctions corresponding not only to the unstable modes but also to the damped 
ones. This represents a very natural and transparent alternative to the recent theory of 
Crawford and Hisiop (1989). 

The non-linear nature of the Vlasov-Poisson set of equations causes the wave-
packets in the Fourier transformed velocity space to interact not only with the scattering 
centre (linearly) but also among each other (non-linearly). The present work is devoted 
to the analysis of both the linear and non-linear interactions, in the weakly non-linear 
and non-singular limit. Clearly in this limit not all the non-linear features of the Vlasov-
Poisson system can be dealt with. The 'secular features' analyzed by Trocheris (1980a, 
b) and Crawford (1989) which lead to the appearance of D.C. features in the plasma, 
the effects of panicle trapping (e.g. on non-linear sidebands, Wharton et al. (1968)), 
the frequency shift in plasma waves (Morales and O'Neil 1972) are all phenomena 
which fall out of the scope of the present investigation. 

Within these restrictions we give an entiteiy new interpretation of certain non-linear 
phenomena like the electrostatic plasma echo, predicted by O'Neil and Gould (1968) 
and detected experimentally for the first time by Malmberg et al. (196Č) (for a recent 
review on plasma echoes see Pavlenko and Sitenko 1988). As suggested by Gould et 
al. (1967), the echo can be understood as the inverse process of linear Landau 
damping: the perturbation of the electric charge density 'reorganizes' itself to produce a 
non vanishing electric field. This is most clear in fig. 2 of this work where the 'free-
streaming' of the velocity spectrum of the second order perturbation distribution 
function takes place in the opposite direction to that leading to the 'corrugation' of the 
distribution function in the velocity space. In this perspective the echo is a direct 
consequence of free-streaming which is - in turn - connected to the existence of the 
continuous spectrum of the Vlasov operator. The echo can be modified by Coulomb 
interactions which generate the exponential Landau tails mentioned above. 

Beside the Landau frequency of the echo, O'Neil and Gould (1968) predicted a new 
frequency which characterizes the echo on its descending phase (after the echo 
maximum intensity). In a more general context, Best (1974a, b) retrieves this echo 
frequency which we henceforth refer to as the 'Best pole' on account of the fact that the 
author works in the time-Laplace transform domain where sinusoidal time oscillations 
are transformed into functions having poles. It is important to point out another 
connection between the Best pole and the echo theory. Based on O'Neil and Gould's 
(1968) calculations, Morales and Malmberg (1974) showed that the multi-frequency 
nature of the spectrum may transform the latter in a slow modulation. The authors 
suggest that this happens when the electric field component oscillating at the Landau 
frequency beats with the one oscillating at the frequency corresponding to the Best 
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pole. The resulting, slowly modulated amplitude of the global electric field is naimd 

'linear sideband'. This is because, though it is a non-linear phenomenon, the second 

order electric field is proportional to the amplitude of the exciting signal and it evolves 

into the non-linear (or trapped-panicle) sideband detected for the first time by Wharton 

etal. (1968) as the exciting signal's amplitude increases. Thus the very detection of 

slowly modulated linear sidebands should be considered as the first experimental 

verification of the existence of the Best pole. More directly, this has also been identified 

in the multiple water-bag numerical simulations of the Vlasov-Poisson system by Gros 

« a / . (1978). 

In this work we re-formulate the echo, the linear sideband and the Best pole theory 

in a comprehensive way which is open to us by the advantages offered by the Fourier 

transformed velocity space representation. Given the intrinsic simplicity of this 

approach, we can afford to keep waves and particles in constart interaction (apart from 

the illustrative introduction to section 5) without reverting to any expedient 

simplification such as the wave-wave interaction hypothesis. Only for the benefit of 

presentation do we classify the solutions of the Vlasov-Poisson system into the Yree-

.sireaming' part (sometimes the term 'ballistic' is used as in Pavlenko and Sitenko 19SSj 

and into the Coulomb interaction pan. 

The free-stieaming part of the echo is then put in relation with the kinematics of 

wave-packets in the Fourier transformed velocity space: since the electric field 

associated with a perturbation of the distribution function is proportional to its value at 

the origin of the transformed velocity space (Knorr 1963, Best 1966, see our section 

2), we show that the time lag needed for the appearance of the echo field is just the time 

the second order perturbation of the distribution function takes to reach the origin (see 

fig. 2). In this connection, the familiar free-streaming plasma echo phenomenon has 

several intriguing connections with the linear Ion-Cyclotron echo in non-homogeneous 

plasmas recently predicted by Ye and Kaufman (1988) who also give a treatment of this 

effect in terms of the kinematics of wave-packets in the wave-number space. Thus, a 

thorough understanding of the wave dynamics of the Vlasov-Poisson system of 

equations acquires a paradigmatic value in view of the analysis of wave propagation 

and absorption in non-homogeneous media. 

Though the nature of the echo is essentially connected to free-streaming - and hence 

to the existence of the continuous spectrum of the Vlasov operator - its modification due 

to Coulomb interactions also play an important role. In section 8 we suggest that the 

phenomenon of linear sidebands discussed above may be due to Coulomb interactions 

affecting free-streaming echoes oscillating at the frequency corresponding to the Best 

pole. This is an alternative explanation to that proposed by Morales and Malmberg 
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(1974). Both rely on the existence of the Best pole, but we suggest that a better 
comparison between theory and experiment comes from our interpretation. 

In our study we relax the time-asymptotic approximation of O'Ncil and Gould 
(196S); we also assume that the primary waves driving the echo are excited at an 
arbitrary delay from each other and not necessarily at the same time as in Best (1974b). 
While this generalizations do not alter the frequencies of the echo field, they affect the 
temporal sequence in which the several echo components appear. The generalized echo 
signal is calculated in detail о с т (he entire lime domain in the case of a Maxwellian 
equilibrium distribution function: transient and time-asymptotic contributions are both 
included to produce a better comparison between theory, experiment and numerical 
simulations. 

The paper is organized as fellows. Section 2 introduces the Dasic differential 
equations in the Fourier transformed velocity space. We give the analytical representation 
of the Van Kampen-Case eiger.modes and of the plasma dielectric function and establish 
connection with their representation in the ordinary velocity domain. In section 3 we deal 
with the adjoint eigenmodes of the Vlasov operator. Again we establish connection with 
their representation in the velocity domain. Section 4 is devoted to the Vlasov-Poisson 
system as a single integral equation according to the idea of Best (1966). We derive the 
expression of the propagator which establishes connection between the electrostatic field 
and the initial condition for the perturbation distribution function. In section 5 we give a 
new interpretation of the echo phenomenon in the Fourier transformed velocity space and 
we establish connection among plasma echoes, free-streaming and the continuous 
spectrum of the Vlasov operator. In section 6 and 7 we consider the effect of Coulomb 
interactions on plasma echoes and we retrieve the whole set ~ frequencies listed by Best 
(1974b). Section 7 is specially devoted to the detailed circulation of the effects of 
Coulomb interactions in the case of a Maxwellian equilibrium distribution function. In 
section 8 the theory is applied to the phenomenon of linear sidebands: we first introduce 
the classical explanation of this phenomenon and then suggest an alternative based on the 
contribution to plasma echoes given by Coulomb interactions. 

2. Continuum Normal Modes in the g-Space 

Consider a spatially homogeneous plasma of electrons with velocity v, equilibrium 
number-density /in, equilibrium distribution function F(v) and with immobile ions 

forming a neutralizing background. Let the perturbations/(*, v, i) of this distribution 
depend also on the space coordinate x and time i. Both F and/ have dimensions 
[velocityj"1 and F is normalized to 1. Denoting by -e and me the electron charge and 

mass respectively, the linearized Vlasov equation for such penurbaiions is 
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ót dx me dv * v~ ' 

where the electrostatic Held generated by the displacement of the penurbed electrons is 
given by Poisson law: 

Э **" 
^ £(.rt t) = -4*110* \dvflxt v. f). (2.2) 

Taking Fourier transforms in space according to the definitions 

Д.х? v, i) = — \dk c-J^fiiy, 0, E(x, i) = — \dk cr** Et(i). (2.3) 
2л -» 2.71 -a* 

equations for Д. and E^ become 

Now we take the Fourier transform of both sides of equations (2.4a) in v (с/. Best 1966) 
according to the definition 

fk(v, 0 - ^- \dq c-W ф* (<7, r). F(v) = ̂ - \dqеМЩд), (2.5) 
2я -M 2я -v 

where, to ensure the reality of the distribution function F(v) +/(x, v, t) and of the 
electrostatic Meld, we must require 

Ф(-<7) = Ф(<7), Ф-*(-<7, 0 = 9к(Я. О, E~.k(i) = Ek(t), (2.6) 

the bar denoting the complex conjugate. Notice that, from (2.4b) and (2.5a), 

Ek(i) = - 4nen0 j- fdv e-Wfk (v, 01 n = -4к«л0 i Ф*(0, 0- (2.7) 
* ^o ' 9 = 0 * 

The Vlasov equation for <p* is worked out directly from (2.4a): 

<1 
11Г-кТч+Т? ̂ М0' ° = °' (28) 

which we still reduce by taking the time Fourier transform of ф* according to 
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1 
Ф*(</-') = ~ | * е - А » ^ ) . (2.9) 

ix . 

Using the expression (2.7) for the clecirosiaiic field, we arrive at 

where td„ is the electron plasma frequency; thus, by immediate integration. 

9io<<7> = 9ÍG(0)VÍO(<?), Vte(ff) = e 'Ф 11 * -i {dp /iP рФф)] - (2.11) 
*•" о 

The solutions Vixr^ a r e l'"e eigenfunctions or the linearized V!asov equation in the q-
space. Since о is free ю range over ihe eniire real axis these eigenfunctions belong to the 
continuous spectrum. To establish their relation io the Van Kampen-Case eigenmodes. 
the inverse Fourier transform of XJ:-aia) is :o be calculated: 

Zte(v) = 7 - \dqcjqv\?ko{q). (2.12) 
2Я -<-

It is obvious that this transform can exist only in the distributional sense, since Vtofa) >s 

not integrable in die infinite interval. But Vfof?) is a tempered function over this interval, 
so that we can defíne its generalized Fourier Transform in the sense of Bremermann 

(1965). Thus we fint calculate the unilateral transforms 

IK — 27i 0 

where £ = v +/w is the complex velocity. According to Theorem 8.16 by Bremermann 

(1965) we then get the analytical representation of the Fourier transform (2.12) in the 

distributional sense 

Xto(v) = Km^ [xUO + ХЫОУ (2-14) 

Since, as it is easily verified, XJto(C)s Xio(0> ,nis c a n be reduced to 

Xto(v) = 2 ///и+Q Re xio(0- (2.15) 

The integral in (2.13b) is calculated by the convolution theorem to yield 
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2-у г 

Dit») = i -ř ̂  idp ДррФ:,п. а. 17) 

This can be shown (ť.jf. Roos 1969) to be equal in the waole complex to-plane to that 
analytical branch of the usual plasma dielectric function (dispersion function, e.g. 
Bernstein ctal. 1964, Van Rampcn and Feíderhof 1967) 

Díiat = I - - r Ul:i . (2.IS) 
i-2 -. - - fci.i: 

-.vhich is obtained by analytic voriinuaiicp. of t2.i,S ? :"гсгл ihe upper ha'fin:o the lower 
half of the complex к-phne. 
To take the limit prescribed in (2.14), -*•« use the Plemelj formulae {e.g. Roos 1969) to 
find the boundary value of the dispersion function on the real axis of the -̂plane 

Й^-«-1-£[- /^*Р£ЙН&] С.,9> 

(P denoting the Cauchy principal value) and finally we obtain 

This coincides with the usual definition of the V n̂ Kampen-Case eigenmodes {e.g. 
Bernstein ei al. 1964, Case 1959, Lambert ei al. 1981, Roos 1969). Hence our Vjto(<7) 
is indeed the Fourier transform of the Van Kampen-Case eigenmode Xto(v) with respect 
to velocity. As a by-product, in formula (2.14) we have obtained the analytical 
representation of the Van Kampen-Case eigenmode in the sense of Bremermann (1965). 

3. Adioint Coniinuum Normal Modes 

In a forthcoming study of singular non-linear interactions, we shall need to expand 
the non-linear part of the Vlasov equation in terms of the continuum normal modes 
(2.11). To this end the adjoint coniinuum normal modes of the Vlasov equation have to 
be introduced. These modes are the eigenfunctions of the adjoint operator V* of (he 
Vlasov operator V defined as follows. Rewrite equation (2.10) as 
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G<?kO = V<?kO (3-1) 

with 

а со2 +°° 
Щко =Jk ^ Ч>ко - -ftfbiq) № 5(p)9te(P)- (3.2) 

* -oo 

Given two functions y(q) and y{q) vanishing for q -* «> define their scalar product as 

+00 

<<P,V> = — / Ф Ф ( Р М Р ) - (3.3) 

2JC -00 

Then it is easily verified that the operator V* operating on functions which vanish for q 

V*<?to = Д J ; Ф*а + J? 8(i) IdppOQjjytab) (3.4) 
V '" -ОС 

is the adjoint operator of V,;'.e. (V<p, \y) = (ф, V*y). The eigenvalues corresponding 
to the eigenfunctions yla(q) of the operator V* being the complex conjugate of those of 
V in (3.1) (e.g. Friedman 1956) allows us to write the eigenvalue problem for V* 

°<?ko=V*<?to- (3.5) 

We make the following Ansatz for the 1Jjoint continuum eigenmodes 

а 
Vtafo) = &Ч Що т-д) + *ка H(q)], (3.6) 

where H(q) is the unit step function. Since we want \f\0(q) to be the triple Fourier 
transform of a real quantity, we must have 

V** .*(-?) = fajfa) =» А:л , e = А£а = A t o . (3.7) 

The function A^c may be calculated by direct substitution of the Ansatz (3.6) into the 
equation for the adjoint normal modes (3.5). Instead we shall determine it uniquely from 
the condition of orthonormality 'z.g. Friedman 1956) 

< '4a > ¥*a'> = 5(°~ - <*')• (3.8) 

The scalar product can again be calculated by means of the unilateral transforms (2.13) 
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<V*a • Viď) = A.* .G xt&(- f) + ÁtoXíďí- f ) = 

O" 
= Um n [Ащ Xko<0 + A t eziď(?)] . С = - ь+М (3.9) 

For this to be real it is necessary that A . ^ = Aka . Hence, by the Plemclj formulae. 

< Vto . Vjttf) = l i , n
 i n

 2 / ?e ÍAtoZto'(C)] = 

=Лг[шAkcDk(o)S(G - ď) + A toDA(a)~ P - M . (3.10) 

It is seen that a necessary and sufficient condition for (3.8) to be fulfilled is, 

А;.с = (1ША(а))-1. (3.11) 

Thus the adjoint continuum eigenmode (3.6) can be written as 

yrM^CtaeWWkWi-qy+DtWHiq)], Cka = — 1 ~ — . (3.12) 
\кюкт2 

As a last point, it is interesting to calculate the inverse Fourier transforms х£с(у) °f 
\|^0(/?), i.e. the adjoint continuum eigenmodes in the velocity space. From (3.12) we 
find 

X*Vv) = f №e';'9v v2o<-7) - 2Re[Dk(o)^~ "dq A +v)q]. (3.13) 
2тг -.о 2Я О 

J r f f e ^ s j S í X ) — f p f (3.14) 

Since (c/ Bremermann 1965) 

for any real k, using (2.19) we obtain 

Wjiich coincides indeed with the expression given in the liierature (cf. Roos 1969). 
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4. Landau Damping of the Electrostatic Field. Integral Approach 

We are now ready to calculate the perturbed distribution function in the «/-space by 
Fourier inverting (2.11) in time according to the definition (2.9). Using the translation 
theorem for Fourier transforms we arrive at the integral formulation of the Vlasov-
Poisson equation (c/. Best 1966) 

со2 1 
Ф*(<7. О = ФА(0, t +1) + -g jdp рФфШО, t + -S^). (4.1) 

The first term describes a translation of the perturbation distribution function in the q-
space, whence the name free-streaming term: from the form of the eigenmode (2.11) in 
the q-o space, it is immediate to see that free-streaming is intimately connected to the fact 
that a belongs to the continuum spectrum. The second term in (4.1) is due to the 
interaction of 9^(0, 0 - i.e. the electrostatic field as in equation (2.7) - with the 
unperturbed electron population <&{q) and will be referred to as the Coulomb interaction 
term. 

Let us investigate under which conditions the latter effect may be neglected. Let the 
equilibrium distribution function be truncated for \q\ > Q (see fig. 1). The actual value of 
Q is immaterial here, since we assume tacitly that Q -»«>. Thus if the coordinate 1̂1 in 
equation (4.1) lies beyond Q, the upper integration limit will be replaced by Q, so that 
the Coulomb interaction term depends on t and q only through the quantity t + q/k as 
does the free-streaming term. Therefore the solution y^q, i) simply streams to the left 
(if к > 0). In accordance with the theory of open systems developed by Livshits (1966), 
we refer to the intervals Q < q < «> as the input channel, -Q<q<Qas the scattering 
centre and -«> < q < -Q as the output channel. Similar definitions hold if к < 0. 

One important property of equation (4.1) is the following: 

Ы-Я* 0 = Ф-*(0, t + f) + -* /фрФ(р)ф.л(0, t + -Sf*) = 

= ф.*(0, ' + |) + ^ / Ф />Ф(Р)Ф.*(0, t+^j2). (4.2) 

where the reality condition (2.6a) has been used. This proves that ф.*(-<7, О obeys the 
same equation as %(q, t). Therefore a simple rule to fulfil the reality conditions (2.6b) is 
to define a new solution starting from фд(<7,;): 

(pA(<7, 0 - * yk(q, l) + ф.*(-<7, /) => ф.*(-<7, /) = ф*(<7, /). (4.3) 
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Now we investigate the development of the electric field once an initial perturbation of 
the electron population is given. To this end we regard equation (4.1) as an integral 
equaiion for the quantity щ(0, /): setting t = 0 and defining p = kť, q = kt, 

i 

Ф*(0, t) + co.2 jdf /'Ф(£Оф*(0, t - ť) = yk(kt, 0). (4.4) 
о 

This is a Volterra equation of the second kind (e.g. Smirnov 1975) and taking the 
Laplace transform of both its sides with respect to r, we have 

ФЛю(0) =}Л" e>'wí\p*(0, 0 =\di éw\k(kt\ 0) - со* Флш(0) jA'e^ 'VotfO, (4.5) 
0 0 0 

whence, denoting by Dk((ů) the plasma dielectric function defined in equation (2.17). 

<W°) = — L - №'̂ C0íO/cíA-<'. 0). (4.6) 
Dk(ío) ó 

Thus, defining a path С lying above the zeros of D/.(CU) and the resolvent 

-jat 
Rk(t) =--jd<ůj— (4.7) 

In J D,.((ů) 2%jJ
c Dk((ú) 

equation (4.6) may be inverted back to / to give 

ф4(0, /) = jdťRk(t - ť)<pk(kť, 0), (4.8) 
0 

which relates the solution at tht origin of the ̂ r-space, i.e. the electrostatic field (2.7), to 
the initial condition for the perturbation of the electron population. Notice that in order to 
satisfy the reality conditions (4.3) we must require 

Ф*(<7,0) -* фА(<7, 0) + čp.*(-<7, 0) => ф\*(-<7, 0) = фА(<7, 0). (4.9) 

We can verify directly that the electrostatic field (4.8) satisfies the reality conditions 

Ф-*(0, t) = фЛ(0, г). Indeed, recalling that (see e.g. Roos 1969) D.k(-(b) = -Dk((u) and 

defining the paths С and С as the ones described by C5 and со' = -G5 as со runs over 
the path С respectively, we find 
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с jut -ja't -j(ů't 

27cyč 5.4(tt) 2KJc д.**-) гщс 

Thus, from (4.8) we see that yk(Q, t) fulfils the reality conditions if and only if the initial 
condition <pjfc(Jfcr, 0) fulfils (4.9b): indeed 

t _ / 
Ф_£(0, t) = |Л'Я.А(| - Оф.4(-*г\ 0) = \dť Rk(t - ť)<?k(kť, 0) = <p*(0, 0. (4.11) 

0 0 

Now assume the equilibrium distribution function to be stable so that the zeros of the 
plasma dielectric function lie in the lower half of the complex co-plane; also, assume that 
these ze:os are simple. The contour С can now be closed to encompass the spectrum of 
D .̂(co) and. using the theorem of residues, the resolvent can be easily calculated as 

Rk{t) =Ъ-7-—И(1), (4.12) 
m Dk((4) 

where a dash denotes a derivative with respect to со and qf ' s t n e m* tn r o o t of £>jt(co). 

As expected the electrostatic field 

Ф*(0, t) = I -V-z- W « ^ W ' ' . 0) (4.13) 
m Dk{d£) 0 

suffers Landau damping with an asymptotic exponential damping law and with damping 
rates given by the modulus of the imaginary pans of G>%. The extent of validity of 

equation (4.13) in connection with the form of the initial condition for the distribution 

function is discussed in detail by Ecker and Fromling (1974). 

5. Free-Streaming Temporal Echo of Electrostatic Plasma Oscillations 

In this section we deal with the simplest non-linear feature of a Vlasov-Poisson 

plasma, by introducing the familiar phenomenon of the temporal electrostatic echo (see 

Pavlenko and Sitenko 1988 for a review). In the ̂ -space formalism, such effect appears 

simple and transparent, which has to be compared with the lengthy derivations given in 

the literature (e.g. Davidson 1972). 

The complete solution of the Vlasov-Poisson equation will be studied in the next 

section. Here we wish to concentrate on a schematic ideal situation, where Coulomb 

interactions on the perturbed electron distribution function are neglected. Jn this case 
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electron distributions beha /e in the ̂ -space as free-streaming wave-packets (see equation 

(4.1)). 

We start our analysis from the fully non-linear Vlasov equation 

š£ + v | f jAbF+Ď = Qi {5Л) 
dt dx me dvy J' y ' 

where/= 0(\'e)F and \'e « 1 is the perturbation parameter of the following non-linear 
theory. By taking the Fourier representation of the fields £ , /and F according to 

equations (2.3) and (2.5) and using the convolution theorem, we reduce equation (5.1) 

to 

- q>jfc(?, /) к — $k(q, О + (ůj q<&(q)yk(0, г) + 
til dq 

иг 
f —f jdk' jdk" -~^{q. :'т-(0, r)5(* - ť - к") = 0, (5.2) 

2- -x 

where ф^(0, t) is related to the electrostatic field Ef.(t) via equation (2.7). We seek a 
solution of equation (5.2) in the form 

Ф* <<?, 0 = Veto (q, i№ - *,) + <?2(Я, r)8(* - k2)) + £ф3(<7, t)5(k - *3) . (5.3) 

The C?(Ve) components of this solution are governed by the linear theory presented in the 
previous sections, for the lowest order contributions to equation (5.2) at wavenumbers 
k\ and k2 would be 0(Ve): their temporal evolution has been studied in section 4. 

For illustrative purposes, of the several contributions that the substitution of (5.3) 
into (5.2) generates, let us single out that particular one for which fc3 => k\ + k2. Assume 
that ф1(?, г) and Ф2О7,0 are wave-packets travelling in the <?-space: let Ф1 travel to the 
right (£] < 0) and Ф2 travel to the left (k2 > 0) (fig. 2a). Also assume that the initial 
location of the pulses Ф1О7,0), ф2(?, 0) be at q\ = 0 and q2 = ^respectively and that 
l&jl < k2. The time % is needed by Ф2 to reach the origin (as in fig. 2b) and thus amounts 

to the actual delay between the flashing of the electrostatic fields of the two pulses. Since 
9l(0,0 = 0 for r > 0, no electrostatic field is associated with Ф1 and a direct calculation 
up to O(Ve) reduces (5.2) to 

Э д což což 1 
- «fcfo. '> '*3 3 - Ф3<* 0 + i f <7Ф(<7)ФЗ(0- 0 »• ^ Y2 M°> f ^ l ^ . ' ) . (5.4) 

So, as soon as Ф2 sweeps the origin at time t • q2/k2 = x (fig. 2b), the electrostatic 
field of the second pulse appears as given by equation (2.7; and the forcing term on the 
right hand side of equation (5.4) is 'activated': this excites a pulse in Ф3 at the same 
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position that Ф1 has reached in the meanwhile, i.e. q = l&jlx (fig. 2b); this newly created 
pulse travels to the left with a speed £3 = Jfcj + k2. The electrostatic field associated with 

Ф3 - the echo field - flashes as Фз(<у, t) sweeps the origin (fig. 2c) at time (c/. O'Neil and 
Gould 1968) 

l*,l k2 
1 =х+кТ^*=кргъх- (5-5) 

We call this quantity the echo rime, an expression which we will encounter again in the 
following. 

To find the frequencies of oscillation of the echo field and to include the Landau-
damping of the parent electrostatic field ф](0, t) and that of the echo Фз(0, г) we proceed 
to the solution of equation (5.2) by Fourier transformation in time as prescribed by 
equation (2.9). Using the convolution theorems, we arrive at the non-linear equation 

Э jo u>l 

2 +°° +°° 
+ —* jdk' fdk" pr [ykiq, 0ФИ0, Í)5(* - к' - к")]а = 0, (5.6) 

- 0 0 - 0 0 

where [a]a denotes the time Fourier transform of a(r) as a function of the transformed 
variable ст. Now we integrate equation (5.6) formally to produce the solution 

VkoiQ) = <fW0)V*a(<7) + 7*1 ldPP W W^ ** **'" x 

2jl 0 -co -co 

x [<MP, ; ) Ф Г ( 0 , ř)]0 S(* - *' - Г ) , (5.7) 

where Щ^Я) is the eigenfunction given in equation (2.1 lb) and we use the translation 
theorem to transform equation (5.7) back to time to finally find 

<P*(<7. t) = ф*(0,' + f) + ̂  J * РФ(Р)Ф*(0, t + ^ ) + 

+ ?\\dpp W W 3P l9ť(P. ' + ^ Ф г С О , г + ^Жк - к' - к"). (5.8) 

This is the general evolution integral equation which governs the solution of the non
linear Vlasov-Poisson equation. As we did for the linear equation (4.1) we notice an 
important property of equation. (5.8): 
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Ы-я,') = ФА(0. ' + J)+ т? /ФРФ(Р)Ф.̂ (0. í + -af£) -
*2Ó 

^± jdpp fdk- jdk" p [ipjt-Cp, / + -^)<?r<0, t + - if£)]5i-* -ť - A") = 
2 * * o1 

-oa -ею 

to2 ч 
= Ф (̂0, r + f) + - f / ф p<W/>)4>.ť(0, r + ^ ) + 

^ - Q -é-oo +o 

+ - £ T J^pjrfť ^Гр[ф. 4 . ( -Р ,г+- 2 т Я )Ф.г(0 ,г + -яг£)]5(А - * " - Г ) , (5.9) 
2 i t f O - --oe -oo 

where the reality condition (2.6a) has been used. This proves that (?.*(-</, t) itself obeys 
the same equation as (p/-(i/. r). Thus, as in section 4, the procedure (4.3) and the 
requirement (4.9) on the initial condiiion ensure the fulfilment of the reality conditions 
(2.6b) for the solution of the non-linear equation (5.8). We now seek a solution in the 
form (5.3) and, to O(Ve) we find 

со2 ч 
<p3(<7, r) = c?3(0, t + l) + -Zjdp рФ(р)(?3(0, i + *£*) + 

+ fnH d p 4ф2(о-'+v^ife-r+^- ( 5 i°> 
Equation (5.10) taken at r = 0 is an inhomogeneous integral Volterra equation of the 

second kind for Фз(0, г) which we solve along the lines described in section 4. We 
assume that there is no echo at t = 0, i.e. Ф3О7, 0) = 0 and, without loss of generality, we 
take *3 > 0. Then 

ф3(0, /) = - -Z § jA7ř3(f - Ojdt" ф2(0, /'- f )Гф](*з'". ť - г"), (5.11) 
2л "2 о О 

where /?з denotes the resolvent /fy . 

In the framework outlined at the beginning of this section we assume that the 
perturbed distribution function labelled by 1 is a free-streaming, infinitely concentrated 
wave-packet: the free-streaming approximation is certainly appropriate if the packet is 
concentrated outside the scattering centre. In this case 

ф,(0, /) = Л, IA,I5(<7 - l*,lí), Л] < 0, (5.12) 
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which describes a pulse propagation to the right whose initial position isq^ = 0 (see fig. 
2a). Furthermore, if the initial condition for the second pulse is given as 

<p2(<7. 0) = A2k2b(q - bx), k2 > 0. (5.13) 

equation (4.8) yields 

q>2(O,0-.42/ř2<'-T), < 5 1 4 ) 

where R2(t) denotes the resolvent /?*,(')• Equation (S.l 1) now reads 

<p3(0, 0 = -АИ2 ^ £f Щ\МКЪ{1 - O \l"dť'R7(ť - Г - Т)5(*3Г + ktf - Г)).(5Л5) 

Recalling the definition k$ = ki+k2 and the identity b(at) = r-j 8{t) equation (5.15) may 

be reduced to 

<?3(0, i) = - AXA2 - ^ - Л \dť r7ř3(r - ť)R2(fť - *)- (5-16) 
2л ''г о *г 

As expected from the qualitative argument above, we see diat no echo field is generated 
unless t > r*. the echo time defined in equation (5.5). 

In order to proceed further in the calculations we adopt the 'dominant pole 
approximation'. This prescribes that, in calculating the resolvent (4.12), we retain only 
the roots of Djt closest to he real axis, i.e. those giving the smallest Landau damping (see 
also Ecker and Fromling 1974 for a discussion of this approximation). Thus 

Rn(0 = -T' : " ( ' ) , (5.17) 
Dn (w„) 

where (0„ stands for со* , the root closest to the real axis of the plasma dispersion 

function Dn г Djc; for a Maxwellian equilibrium drtribution function this root is (e.g. 

Bernstein ei al. 1964). 

CÚ„ = co± = ±шД1 + |(*A>)2] -Tin - (5.18) 

4 = Г ^ " 9 - knXD « 1. (5.19) 
4nnQez 

JL_+ J, 
Ул - V® - S u - e ' 2 W 2 2J. (5.20) 
'"" V(*A>>3 
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In this approximation, the echo electrostatic field (5.16) is calculated according to: 

»3<ai ) - — Л , - ^ 2 r1— | * W ) , (5.21) 

where 

t h 
b(r, r ) = e * e J co-; frfťťe «j ' H{t -1 ) = 

1' 

= е Ч ^ С • '"> « ( r . , - . о)3 - £ » , . r*)//(r - f*) (5.22) 

and 

t(s, со, j*) = <ô  jds'is + i" - j')e'-/UJ' = - 4J {;'COJ + (/со/ - i SO - cJm)}. (5.23) 
0 »2 

Thus we have oscillations at two basic frequencies: one of them, 

\i = co3 , (5.24) 

is the familiar Landau frequency corresponding to the wave-number £3 and it was 

clearly expected. The other 

ц = ^ с о 2 , (5.25) 

was found by O'Neil and Gould (1968) - who denote the factor kýki the 'stretching 

factor' - and, in a more general context, by Best (1974); it was also retrieved numerically 

by Gros et al. (1978). We denote the frequency in (5.25) as the 'Eest pole'. This 

notation comes from the fact that the author works in the time Laplace transform domain, 

where the transforms of time oscillations е-Л" have a simple pole at ц; the transforms of 
the oscillations 1ет№, on the other hand, produce second order poles at |i. From equation 
(5.23) it can be seen by inspection that the oscillations corresponding to the Best pole are 
of this latter form, thus earning this pole the nature of a second order singularity (e.g. 
Lambent al. 1981). 

Last, we would like to draw the attention to the advantages brought in by working in 
the (7-space and on the consequent simplicity of the analysis which led us to equation 
(5.21). Basically, this involves Riemann integration of elementary functions and it has to 
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be compared with the customary distribution techniques to be found in the literature (e.g. 
Lambert et al. 1981). 

6. Effects of Coulomb Interactions on Plasma Echoes 

In the previous section we have shown how the echo phenomenon can be generated 
by the non-linear interaction of an electrostatic field with a free-streaming pulse in the q-
space: in this respect the echo, as the free-streaming itself, is intimately connected with 
the existence of the continuous spectrum of the Vlasov operator. 

A more complicated phenomenon arises when Coulomb interactions of particles 
modify the free-streaming nature of the perturbation distribution in the (/-space. This 
situation is the one which arises in practice, since the initial pulses will eventually enter 
the scattering centre, let alone the fact that physically they are generated well within the 
scattering centre itself. In these cases both the parent pulses have an electrostatic field 
associated with them. In particular, the evolution of 9̂ . (q, t) = ty\(q, t)b(k - k\) is given 

by equation (4.1), which we substitute into (5.11): 

Фз«>,0 = - -* IT /л 'л3<' - '"> /*" ř>2(0.' ' -'") x 2л к2 о О 

х U i í O . ť + fe-J + c o g í ^ V r ГФ(*3П<Р1(0, г'+ р / " - & " ' ) } . (6.1) 
*1 *1 о 1 I 

One further point of attention is related to the fulfilment of the reality conditions (4.3). 
In the following we will develop the theory for two generic parent pulses, which we 
again name ф] and Ф2, whose wavenumbers are again k\ and kj. It is understood that 

the overall contribution of the non-linear term will be given by all the possible 

permutations of (pj, q>2> Ф1. Ф2 апо" *ь "*b *2> "*2- So, for instance, the couplings 

Ф1Ф1 with wave-number £3 = k\ - k\ = О, Ф1Ф2 w ' l n wave-number^ = ^i - *2 etc. are 

generated by these permutations. 
In the present work, we concentrate our attention on non-linear terms whose resulting 

wave-number £3 = /kj + #2 * 0- We show that these are associated with a non-linear 

electrostatic fields proportional to ;те" ;ц/ (m = 0 or 1), where, for a stable equilibrium 
distribution function, /m(u) < 0. These are not properly secular terms, since they are 
eventually damped in time due to the imaginary part of Ц. A genuine secular behaviour 
does arise for non-linear terms having £3 = k\ + ki = 0. These are associated with 

important D. C. features of the plasma. But because of their secular behaviour, these 

effects need a special regular perturbation theory (e.g. Crawford 1988, Trocheris 1981a, 
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b). Their study in the framework of the 9-space formalism will be deferred to a 
following article. 

Allowing for some abuse in the language, we refer to the non-linear electrostatic 
fields having *•? = *) + k2 * 0 as "echo' fields or simply echoes because their nature is 
closely related to the customary echoes of section 5 to which they reduce for a free-
streaming perturbation of the distribution function. 

One contribution in the general echo field (6.1) comes from the interaction of the 
electrostatic fields <P|(0,;) and ф?(0, г) associated with the two parent pulses 

4^(0, f) = - -f T 2 [ilt'R^t - O j W r ф2(0, ť - Í")9I<0, ť + Л"). (6.2) 

This is similar to tni free-streaming case studied in the last section in the sense that the 
Coulomb interactions of pj do no: appear in this term (notice however that they have 
been included in the calculation of 95). The second contribution in (6.1) comes from the 
Coulomb interactions of o j ar.d will be analyzed ir. section 7. 

Having this in mind we generate two parent pulses ip; and Oi with wavenumbers A'j 
and k2 and initially positioned at q = </j = ijtjand q = q2 = k2z2 respectively: 

<ря(*яг\ Q) = Anb(ť-xn), п = 1,2. (6.3) 

The subsequent development of the electrostatic fields associated with these pulses 
follows from equation (4.8) (we recall that parent pulses are assumed to obey the linear 
theory): 

<p„(0, t) = A„Rn(t - xn), n = 1, 2. (6.4) 

Thus 

<#(0,1) = -AXA2 - * & IdťRtfi - t)\t"dt" /?,(Г + % - xOR2(ť - г" -12). (6.5) 
2re л2о o i 

Our next step is to introduce the dominant pole approximation (5.17)-(5.20) forR„ , n = 
1,2,3, which reduces the electrostatic field to 

л 1 Ai A5 <ůd k-i, ф, о = - - ^77-#-r*í(u. r*) (6.6) 
2л Oj £>2 ^3 2 

where 

' '' ч кг л-
Í(H, Г) = еК"Л + «"i1») e'>Ď)3ř e>3 JAV ( B3 - »2 " »i>'' W,- г е

Л < ° 2 ' *Гв , > ' , (6.7) 
О О 
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u = i -1, - ť (6.8) 

and, because of the Hcavside functions in the definition of the resolvent (4.12), the 
integration domain is defined by the inequalities 

ť + Ýr ' z\ > °- i' - i" - ti > 0,0 < r" < r. 0 < Г < r"; (6.9) 

the dependence of £ on и = i • t | -1* and t* will become apparent later. Usir.j the 
Dirichlet inversion formula (e.g. Smimov 1975) 

b x b b 
jdx idy f(x, y) = \dy \dxf(x. >•), (6.10) 
3 3 3 v 

equation (6.8) and the domain of integration (6.9) may be reduced to the more suitable 
form 

tin,:') =^a:z:TtM"!V;a-5ie>-A id:" ГеЛ"2'k:Ul" \df ťíea?" "- * Ы^"'.(6.П) 
и 

ť + тгГ - Ti > 0, ť - Г - 1 , > 0, 0 < Г < t, Г < ť < i. (6.12) 

The calculation of this integral needs the preliminary definition of the integration 
domain which is determined by the requirements in (6.12). Since t(u, r") depends upon 
k\ and ki only through their ratio, we can envisage two 'geometrical' or 'kinematic' 
situations (c/. Best 1974, Lambert eial 1981). 

jfc, 
a ) i r>0(say* I >0,*2>0) 

The most general situation arises when tj > t2 > 0 and is represented in fig. 3. Given 
time r, the triangular domain within the bold segments of fig. 3 is thus specified by the 
coordinates 

L t. 

(6.13) 

1 = *, + *2 =цтт? + х*" + t " XsXl' T«- (6 I4) 

Notice that the integration domain shrinks to an empty set - thus giving no echo - if t < 
f* and that when the pulse <Pj is generated at the origin (t| « 0) as in section 5, the 
quantity C* coincides with the free-streaming echo time given by equation (5.5). 
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The integration in (6.11) - an elementary one in itself - has now to be split into the 

sum of two pans: 

x a£ fJf ГеЛ**: * *!**''" Mr- **"s ' ы2 " a«?'" #/<н) (6.15) 
':, h .* 

ano 
£t-'(it. г*) » с Ч в Л * в:т5> е ^ з :

 х 

e3-;Í£:-:V4 e : '£: e i í í !лУ ť4tí? •«=-"ь"" f/í/ii. Í6.I6) 

£0Ч(:<.Л = -•—„''"' ,/„ e *: " ICijf. w .̂ г*> - С(м, «Ž. /">!#*»> (6.17) 

« ^ '*> - Дьз-а2'-в,)Ч'"^"'1<("-"'" • fr •4U- "*•' *l' , ) lx 

х//(м). (6.18) 
where 

к к 
а»? * о>з - ^C9l? е>{ * <0| * 0J2 - p©i , (6.19) 

and t(a, b, c) is the integral defined in (5.23). 
From this we see that I * CO • fW osciPatcs at four basic frequencies: 

ц « ц 1»C03. (Landau pole, first order), (6.21) 

ц » Hj » C9| + (s>2» (sum frequency pole, first order) (6.22) 

h И » ц3 » J4Ů2, (Best pole, second order). (6.23) 

-»-> 



*3 
\i = u.4 =7-ť0i. (Best pole with k\ <-> A'2, second order). (6.24) 

' • ' 1 

As in section 5 the reference to 'poles' is for those authors working in the time Laplace 
transformed domain: (6.21)-(6.22) and (6.23)-(6.24) are related to first and second 
order poles at \i respectively. Last we stress that the oscillations listed above appear only 
after the echo time (6.14). 

*2 b) jr < 0 (say ki < 0, k>> > 0) 

The most general situation arises when %j > Xj > 0 and is represented in fig. 4. Again the 
integral (6.11) has to be split into the sum of 

^Щ-а.-^Ущ-и) = 
!2 

x cog jdt" 
И о 

1 
Дш3 - o 2 - 0) 

;'(a 
; e 

iV» p 

Ь 
' = • ^ 1 

<4* 

J-'" 

,coi, 

+ ^2 

0)c 

and 

f(4>(M, i*) = в ^ г + ш1т1> е '^з ' х 

x ©3 jdl» г - е
; ( ( ° 2 ' к^У j d ť (̂(Оз - co2 - «!)/• Я ( и ) = 4(1)(Mj Г ) ( 6 2 6 ) 

'2 *2 „ 
*1 ' 

Thus f^)(K, f*) cmtributes the frequencies (6.21) and (6.22) only, whereas №\u, t*) 
contributes the frequencies (6.21)-(6.23). 

The novelty of case b) consists in the fact that the first order poles (6.21) and (6.22) 
contributed by f (3) appear before the echo time i** whereas the second order pole (6.24) 
contributed by ÍW appear later at t > f* > x2 (see fig. 4). This causes the echo to change 

frequency in time, as pointed out by O'Neil and Gould (1968). 

7. The Echo Field for a Maxwellian Equilibrium Distribution Function 

Coulomb interactions of cpj affect plasma echoes through the second term in equation 

(6.1) thus giving 
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r CO?. A3 A-» 2 / \ 

2тс*2 *1 о 

xjrfť" Г ' Ф ^ з П ф ^ О , /' + тгГ - T V " ) . (7.1) 
О М М 

Usina the Dirichlet inversion fonnula 

b x \ b b b 
jdx \dy jdzf(x, v, z) = \dz \dy jdx f(x, y, z), (7.2) 
a a a a i v 

which may be recovered from repeated application of the two-dimensional formula 
(6.10), the integral (7.1) may be cast in the form 

<?V(0, :) = - -*~ř{-r) ÍÍW ' Ф </:»,«" ) \di i :• 
2-'-": '-'i ů 

x \dt'R-Át - ť) о-чО.:' - :"') Oi (0. r' ~ -,—r" - -^r"' i. (7.3; 
{- - - - • • • ' • '--'l '•'! 

Now we launch the pulses (6.3)-(6.4) and introduce the dominant pole approximation 
(5.17)-(5.20) for Rn , n = 1, 2, 3; after some tedious but straightforward calculations, 

this reduces the electrostatic field (7.3) to 

where the 'Coulomb echo integral' is defined as €(u, f) = co2 jdť" ГФ(к3Г) í (м - ť",ť - pí"1) , (7.5) 

K2 
0(н - г , г - j~t ) = е е J он .И (' + ' ) е l * "о 

и,' J ( ( 03 - <02- COj)/' и / ( , #lf ж ч ц / # , J_2 „ „ ,„ , 

*1 
X J A V 1 " 3 " 0 2 " " 1 " H(f.f-x2)HV+ff -XT), (1.6) 

и is the time defined in equation (6.S) and 

j = / - r , x ' ] " = (t ] + p O . (7.7) 
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Let us perform the integration (7.6) for the case k^/ki < 0 concentrating on the 
oscillations at frequency (к^к^Щ only. A direct calculation similar to the one leading to 
(6.17) gives 

3 ° ) ( a > 6 ) = ';(co5-(o2 -И 1) /ю е 2 1*(аМ.Ь)-*(а,а%,Ь))Ща), (7.8) 

where < is defined in equation (5.23). Thus, denoting by ji the Best pole (6.23), 

-/UK U j[lť" f. 

«(«,(') = -Ре wJJ í /Ге ГФ(*3Г)«х(и) + jpúpť")H(u) (7.9) 

where 

a(ií) = -Z + - ^ + Усо (« + r"), p = (rY —&- . (7.10) 

We may rewrite (7.9) as 

<£(/M*) = -Pe j M{-yaw А©(и,ц)- Í20,2Ji(ř(M f t i))/ /(«), (7.11) 

where 

©(и, Ц) = сор /Л'" е ;й '"'ф(*з'т)- (7.12) 

For the benefit of the reader who is used to work in the time Laplace transformed 
domain, we now calculate the Laplace transform of (7.12) wit respect to u. Taking into 
account that Ф(^) is the Fourier transform of the equilibrium distribution function F(v) 
(see equation (2.5b)), we find 

Then, integrating by pans and taking into account that F(v) vanishes as v -» ±oo, 

*r*&-»--*ilhT?^-y^»-*™ 
where D^'u) is the plasma dielectric function defined in (2.18). 
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It is convenient to actually compute C?(r, Ц) directly in the ^-space. In the practical 
case of a Maxwellian equilibrium distribution function 

Teg2 

F(v) = - e—e Ue <=>Ф(</) = е lm' (7.15) 
V(2JT7V) 

we have 

Ф (и, Ц) = - 7 7 - e"n [еггф3*о)оу< - /n) - erf(-/n)]. Л = -ff2-, (7.1 6) 

where Te denotes the electron temperature. 
Error functions of complex argument such as the one in equation (7.16) have an 

oscillatory behaviour which is best pointed out by their relation to the well known 
Fresnel functions (e.g. Abramowitz and Stegun 1972): 

erf(-) = (1 -jíiSí-T^^+JCi—z1:)], : e С. (7Л7) 

The time evolution of the generic Coulomb echo integral (7.11) can be retrieved by 
applying to (7.16) the differentiation rule 

^ T e r f ( z ) = (-l)n-4~#n(Z)e-2, 2 6 C, (7.18) 

where tfn(z) are Hermite polynomials (e.g. Abramowitz and Stegun 1972). We are thus 
led to three generic forms of evolution in equation (7.11): 

€(u,r*) « umtm,m = 0,1, (7.19) 

<t(u, t") «с umťm e" 2 3 D)<ůp" , m = 0,1 (c/. O'Neil and Gould 1968), (7.20) 

«(и, f*) <* um i m txi(\(k^D)<i>pu -jn), m = 0, 1. ' (7.21) 

A detailed computation of the function (7.11) will be given in the next section. 

8. Conclusions 

We now proceed to establish connection between the theory developed so far and 
possible effects which can be detected experimentally. We begin from the free-streaming 
echo of section 5. We 'prepare' the first pulse with wave-number £j and then wait for 
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the electric field associated with it to Landau damp away so that only the free-streaming 
term (5.12) remains. After a delay т long compared with this damping time we launch a 
second pulse with wave-number k2. The resulting echo field comes as a superposition 
(see equations (5.21)-(5.23) and (2.7)) 

Екъ = A С'ЛЧ' + B c'jn2' + cc> h - k\+ k2> (8.1) 

where jij and p.3 are the Landau and Best poles (6.21) and (6.23) respectively, A and В 
are arbitrary constants and c.c. denotes the complex conjugate. The square of the 
amplitude of this field comes as the superposition of several terms, the most interesting 
of which is 

ABc-^-W =АВст'&2)'. (8.2) 

The non trivial behaviour of this term comes as its exponent nearly vanishes. Using the 
expression for the Landau poles (5.18)-(5.20) we formulate this condition as 

co3 ^ ~0)2 => its - k2 => Jti * 0T (8.3) 

in which case (8.2) appears as a slow modulation in time. Thus the possible detection of 
slowly modulated electrostatic fields is in itself a direct and simple verification of the 
existence of the Best poles. 

This phenomenon is just the temporal analogue of slow spatial modulations of non
linear electric fields known as 'linear sidebands' (Morales and Malmberg 1974). In such 
experiment the interacting perturbation distribution functions are prepared at a given 
frequency (rather than wave-number). One of the penurbations is then assumed to be a 
low-frequency ((Oj) mode of the continuous spectrum, whereas the other (with 
frequency 0)2) has an electric field which Landau damps in space. Based on the work of 
O'Neil and Gould (1968), Morales and Malmberg (1974) find the following components 
of the electrostatic field 

•j—k^x 
£3 = A ejk3x + В е Шз + c.c., 0)3 = Щ + <o2, (8.4) 

where k2 and k$ solve D^ (Ы2) = 0 and £>* (0)3) = 0 respectively. The wave-number 

(0)3/002)̂ 2 is clearly the equivalent of the Best pole (6.23). The spatial behaviour 

equivalent to the law (8.2) is (Morales and Malmberg 1974) 

w3 

ABe 3 ш 2 2 , (8.5) 
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which describes slow spatial modulations as £3 * (013/(02)^2 or o)j * 0. This fact 

implies that the frequency W3 of the electric field differs from ©2 by a small quantity, 

whence the name 'sideband' for such a field. In the case of the temporal evolution 
studied in our work we have A3 = ky. the sideband effect is therefore in the wave-number 

spectrum. 

In the remaining part of this section we wish to improve the comparison with 
experiment by taking into account the effects which Coulomb interactions of section 7 
have on the temporal development of the echo field. We assume that this comes as the 
superposition of the one induced by Coulomb interactions given in equation (7.11) and 
(7.16) and the free-streaming term given in equations (6.6) and (6.26) with restriction to 
oscillations at the Best frequency (6.23) only. Evaluating the derivatives of the plasma 
dielectric function in the limit kfl'K^ « 1. n = 1. 2, 3 and taking the electrostatic field 

from (2.7). we finally get 

f£f, íA,ovj(,-Wo.,) - ^ — [tin . f*) + (—)2C(M , i*)]. (8.6) 

the field on the surface of a Debye sphere, is taken as the unit of the electric field. 

For the computation of (7.16) we use a simple numerical programme which 

implements an approximate expression for the error function of a complex argument 

given in Abramowitz and Stegun (1972). This formula is rather accurate and stable up to 

moderately large values of the imaginary part of the argument. The computation of the 

error function of a real variable can be carried out by an approximate algorithm based on 

a Chebýshev approximation given by Press et al. (1988). In fig. 5 we show the 
amplitude l£̂ l at a given value of k\ and for two different values of kj-

According to our interpretation the slow modulations typical of sidebands are not to 

be understood as the result of the beat of two electric fields oscillating at frequencies 

close to each other, as suggested by Morales and Malmberg (1974). Rather ihey arc due 

to the intrinsic features of the equilibrium distribution function: in our case these appear 

in the form of an error function of complex argument or equivalently Fresnel functions. 

We find that the field amplitudes produced by our theory compare better with 

experimental data (e.g. Morales and Malmberg (1974)). 

£/•.(0= — 

wnere 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Wave dynamics in the «/-space. A fictitious equilibrium distribution function 

truncated at \q\ > Q (see section 4) defines the input (q > Q), the output (q < Q) channels 

and the scattering centre (\q\<Q ). Wave packets free-stream to the left (k > 0, situation 

represented) or to the right (k < 0) if they are located outside the scattering centre. 

Fig.2. The echo effect in the </-space. a). The electrostatic field of the first pulse 
(wavevector £j < 0) appears as this goes through the origin at t = 0 (see equation (2.7)). 
b). After a delay x the second pulse (wavevector kj >\k\\> 0) sweeps the origin and its 
electrostatic field flashes. Non-linear interactions generate the third pulse (wavevector k$ 

= k\ + kj) at an initial position which coincides with the position of the first pulse (see 
equation (5.4)). c). The electrostatic field Ef. (the echo field) flashes as фл>. sweeps the 

origin at the echo time defined in equation (5.5). 

Fig. 3. The integration domains in the echo integral (see equation (6.11)) are defined 
by the condition (6.12) and are represented in the ť -1" plane by the time-dependent 
bold-bordered polygon. The situation fork\ >0, A'2 > 0 studied in section 6a is shown 
here for the most general arrangement of the delays tj and xy. this configuration 
provides all (and only) the time oscillations at the frequencies given in (6.21)-(6.24). 
The dash-bordered sides of the polygon define the maximum extent integration domain 
which can be attained by varying the delays ij and x^ 

Fig. 4. The same as in Fig. 3, but for k\ < 0, /.'2 > 0 studied in section 6b. Notice 
Лик 

that there is a contribution to the integration domain even for t < t 

Fig. 5. Time evolution of the echo electrostatic field oscillating at the frequency 
corresponding to the Best pole (6.23). The small perturbation parameter in equation 
(5.3) is e = 0.001. The initial amplitudes of the parent fields (6.3) are (A^<ap) = 1 and 
O4.2GO = 1; their initial positions are Xj = 12 and X2 = 30. Both free-streaming and 
Coulomb interaction effects are taken into account according to equation (8.6). Notice 
that the field appears only after the echo time (6.14a). 

Two time-developments are shown corresponding to two different values of the 
wavenumber &2 - 0.07 and k^ = 0.071, while k\ = -0.05 is kept fixed. The oscillatory 
behaviour which takes place over several periods of the linear Langmuir wave 2nco"J is 
an intrinsic feature of the error function (7.16) and it is therefore related to the shape of 
the Maxwellian equilibrium distribution function. As described in section 8, this 
phenomenon may explain the slow modulations of linear sidebands. 
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